Job offer

The chair of Senior-Professor Weber at the University of Mannheim is looking for a

**student research assistant**

- **starting in September/October 2019**
- support teaching and research
- for 20 hours per month
- students (male/female/diverse) of all fields of study
- with above average grades
- high commitment, flexibility and autonomy
- the ability to work independently and precisely

During the semester, you would work one to two days per week at the chair. During the holidays, we can arrange working hours according to your availability.

Please send your application documents (motivational letter, CV, transcripts incl. Abitur, transcript of records) via e-mail to mueller-dethard@bank.bwl.uni-mannheim.de. For additional information please contact:

Jan Müller-Dethard  
Phone: 0621 181-1539  
Email: mueller-dethard@bank.bwl.uni-mannheim.de